Indoor Camera Housings and Mounting Brackets

PRESSURIZED HOUSING
HIGH QUALITY
LOW PROFILE
HIGH-IMPACT
DOME HOUSING
BULLET RESISTANT
STAINLESS STEEL
WALL MOUNT

Panasonic
ideas for life
**PSMD12**  
**Indoor Surface Dome Housing**  
- 12” dome  
- Accommodates a standard body fixed camera up to 8” in length  
- Housing constructed of ABS plastic  
- Tinted acrylic dome  
- Designed for Panasonic’s standard body 1/3” cameras with Panasonic Fixed-Focal Lens Series (camera not included)

**PICSD**  
**Indoor In-Ceiling Dome Housing**  
- Opaque liner combined with lower tinted dome hides camera position  
- Small size 5.9” bubble  
- Steel upper housing  
- Designed for Panasonic PTZ dome cameras WV-CS574 and WV-NS324

**PIFIXD**  
**Indoor Half Dome Housing**  
- Opaque liner combined with lower tinted dome hides camera position  
- Small size 5.9” bubble  
- Steel upper housing  
- Designed for Panasonic 1/2 body fixed cameras
INDOOR FIXED HOUSINGS

PDM9
Indoor Drop Ceiling Mount
- Designed for discreet indoor surveillance; mounts into a standard 2' x 2' or 2' x 4' suspended ceiling
- Can be used alone or in conjunction with the entire ceiling tile
- Designed for WV-CS954 Series and WV-CS574 cameras

PID9
Indoor In-Ceiling Dome Housing
- Opaque liner combined with lower tinted dome hides camera position
- Steel upper housing
- Designed for Panasonic CS dome cameras WV-CS574 and WV-CS954

PPEH8
Plastic Wedge Housing
- Off-white, high-impact polycarbonate housing and window
- Easy installation for any type of ceiling
- Tamper-resistant fasteners
- Molded-in hinge to allow easy access from below
- Fully adjustable camera bracket for top or bottom mounting
- Right-angle BNC connector included for longer length cameras
- Designed for Panasonic 1/2 body fixed cameras

PRC201C
Recessed Ceiling Housing
- Designed for use in 2' x 2' suspended ceiling applications
- Housing manufactured from high-impact white plastic
- Viewing window manufactured from high-grade optically clear acrylic
- Unit is fully adjustable for 360° positioning
- Accommodates a standard body fixed camera up to 8” in length

WV-7110A
Indoor Housing
- Dust-proof indoor housing
- Mounting from top or bottom
- Direct wiring
- Accommodates a standard body fixed camera up to 8” in length
**PRESSURIZED HOUSINGS**

**PPH14**
*Indoor Pressurized Housing*
- Accommodates a lens and camera combination with a total length of 14”
- Designed for Panasonic’s standard body 1/3” cameras with Panasonic Fixed-Focal length cameras or motorized zoom lens

**PPFD9C**
*Pressurized Dome Housing*
- Constructed of durable engineered plastic top, 94 VO with UV protected and acrylic lower dome
- Meets DE and IP67 standards
- Pressurized indicator
- 50 W heater turns on at 40º F and off at 60º F
- Power and video surge protector
- Weighs 8 lbs. (without camera)
- 13.0”H x 11.5”W x 11.5”D
- Designed for Panasonic WV-CS954, WV-CS324 and WV-CS574 cameras

**INDOOR/OUTDOOR FIXED HOUSINGS**

**POH1000**
*Outdoor Housing*
- 10” indoor/outdoor aluminum housing for all Panasonic standard body cameras and all current Panasonic vari-focal and fixed lenses
- Lightweight aluminum chassis
- Side hinges for ease of access when focusing and adjusting
- Terminal block interface for easy connection
- Provision for optional heater/blower and sun shield

**POH1000HB**
*Outdoor Housing*
Includes same features as POH1000, plus:
- Built-in 24VAC heater/blower

**POH1500**
*Outdoor Housing*
- 15” indoor/outdoor aluminum housing for all Panasonic standard body cameras and all current Panasonic vari-focal and fixed lenses
- Lightweight aluminum chassis
- Side hinge for ease of access when adjusting and servicing camera
- Dual conduit opening on housing bottom, sealed with rubber grommets
- Terminal block interface for easy connection
- Provision for optional heater/blower and sun shield

**POH1500HB**
*Outdoor Housing*
Includes same features as POH1500, plus:
- Built-in 24VAC heater/blower

**Optional Accessories**
- PHK10 – Heater kit
- PBK10 – Blower kit
- PSS10 – Sunshield, also performs as hanging mount
- PHK10 – Heater kit
- PBK10 – Blower kit
- PSS15 – Sunshield, also performs as hanging mount
**INDOOR MOUNTING BRACKETS**

**PCMA474F**
- Corner Mount Adapter
- Rugged corner adapter
- Tamper-proof screws for complete protection
- Durable powder coat finish
- Designed for WV-CW474AF and WV-CW244F cameras

**WV-Q118**
- Wall Mount Bracket
- Designed for WV-CS954 and WV-CS754 cameras

**WV-Q117**
- Suspended Ceiling Installation Bracket
- Designed for WV-CS954 and WV-CS574 cameras

**WV-Q116**
- Embedded Ceiling Installation Bracket
- Designed for WV-CS954 camera

**PWM9**
- Wall Mount Bracket
- Mounts to a flat wall and has a 1” cable opening
- Designed for indoor use, supports the WV-CS954, WV-CS574 and WV-N5324 dome cameras (not included)

**WV-Q106**
- Embedded Ceiling Mount
- Designed for WV-CS574 camera

**WV-Q105**
- Direct Ceiling Installation Bracket
- Designed for WV-CS954 and WV-CS574 cameras

**PHM5**
- Indoor/Outdoor Hanging Mount Bracket
- Designed for pendant mounting from a flat surface
- Pipe extension (not included)
- Designed for WV-CS954 / WV-CS754 Series

**WV-7015**
- Wall Mount Bracket
- Medium-duty
- Mounts on flat surface
- Multi-directional mounting head
- Holds up to 9 lbs.
- Designed for WV-7110A and WV-7120D housings

**WV-831P**
- Wall Mount Bracket
- Medium weight, indoor/outdoor, universal head
- Mounts on wall
- Holds up to 20 lbs.
- Designed for most Panasonic camera and indoor housings

**WV-7010**
- Ceiling Mount Bracket
- Medium-duty
- Mounts on flat surface
- Multi-directional mounting head
- Holds up to 9 lbs.
- Designed for WV-7110A / WV-7120D housings